
The Power of
Innovation.

About Us
Acchroma creates powerful solutions 

for the Retail, Packaging, Out-of-Home 

and OEM industries.

We have been at the forefront of the 

graphics and display industry for over 

35 years. Insight, know-how and smart 

planning are fundamental to success 

as the speed of business increases. 

Our experience translates directly 

into superior results. We specialize in 

being adaptable, managing complexity, 

creating stunning graphics, and 

reducing production times to speed 

you to market and keep you ahead of 

the competition.

OEM Specialists
We work with a wide variety of OEMs to build tools and solutions that 

simplify workflow and speed products to market. Our distinctive, durable 

graphics are tough. They stand up to the demands of industrial use, year 

after year.

www.acchroma.com
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Success
Acchroma was able to synchronize production with MTD’s tight 

shipment window, protecting the client’s internal schedule and 

avoiding costly expedited freight solutions. Acchroma’s commitment 

to go beyond the typical service horizon provided MTD with a viable 

solution to their burst requirements without growing sunk inventory 

costs for derived demand items. Acchroma’s expertise in partnering 

with OEMs helped them create a nimble, cost-effective solution for 

MTD that drives growth and lets them compete in new markets.

The Power of
Experience.

The Power of
      Quality.

Challenge
MTD Products is a designer and manufacturer of the following 

durable, easy to use outdoor power equipment brands: Bolens, Yard 

Machines, Yard-Man, Remington, and MTD. MTD builds to order 

based upon a small order window, with external purchased goods 

requirements provided only 3-5 days prior to delivery. In order to 

facilitate fast turnaround projects, they needed to add additional 

burst capacity to their internal production, and in order to stay 

competitive, the additional capability had to be cost effective and 

timely, without requiring MTD Products to build extensive finished 

goods inventories. their product, and drive up sales.

Solution
Acchroma works with a wide variety of OEMs to build tools and 

solutions that simplify workflow and speed products to market. 

For MTD Products, Acchroma quickly built a client facing process 

that gave the manufacturer visibility into the proofing process, 

production schedules and pricing. Acchroma also created a 

process for 48-72 hour shipment windows from order drop on new 

and existing custom fabricated OEM graphics. Acchroma’s color 

management and process driven quality system were key factors in 

providing the graphic production team at MTD with the confidence 

to deal with a supplier almost 1000 miles away. 
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